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This evaluation sUl1unarizes OUj:' pre:3ent }-;:nowledge of HP' s system/ 
3000, a new entry into the $lOOK-300~ computation marketplace. 
Information has come in from severai sources, including the 
public showing at FJ-CC{ so the evaluation should be accurate. 

1. History of -the P~~~~duc~ 

The 3000 probably had its hardware roots in the legendary HP 
OMEGA, supposedly a. 32·-})-Lt edp machine that the company developed 
at great expense, then Canne(1 at the last: minute. We know 
nothing specific about the OMEGA " bllt~. if it did have an edp orien
tation; HP probably had a COBOL project goinq. If an OMEGA COBOL 
was developed; i·t miqht ShO~'l up G11 the 3000 Borne day. 

Ex-Burroughs people were apparently involved in the design of the 
OMEGA, and almost cert.ainly in U:.C <.1esign of the 3000. HP as a 
company has clearly S\".i!.lnq to the Burroughs h.Lgher level language 
orientation. Even on the 2114, 2115, 2116 series, they con-
centrated on buildintj good ll::vel languages, and succeeded. 
Their language processors are the best in the: small computer 
industry. These include a 16 and 32-user BA3IC, a FORTRAN IV 
and an ALGOL, all povve.::-ful and a 11 .I:-()C~: solid. They also deve l
oped a disk operating system and a real-time operating system 
that are very competit:Lve~ 

This approach has had good market acceptance, especially with 
the bigger systems. The time-sharing system in particular has 
demonstrated a mark~t for a reliable, no-frills production system 
that is simple to use evan at $90-130K a shot. The good pro
duction languages justify the cost. The smaller, single-user 
systems are well liked, too, but here cost has been much more of 
a factor. Customers taJ:eth,;:: ll.:i'\'iest cost system, even if it I S a 
little more complex t.o use c:i"[(~:' !::~·~·ogram. DECha.s used its price 
advantage to chew tbem up here. 
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with this market orientation the 2116 hardware must have been 
a source of enormous frustration. HP has done best in the $IOOK+, 
higher level language market for which their cpu was not de
signed. They have been getting killed in the small system and 
OEM business for which it vlas designed. As of a year ago, there 
was no competi.tion (v'Jell, may1J8 ·the Honeywell 1640's) for the 
former market f but bruLal COID.IJetition dow.n below It 

HP had to folloitl their succef5S in the sub-PDP-lO production com
puting market. It was only naturaJ. for ~hem to develop new 
hardware specifically for this market" This they have done with 
the System/3000 .. 

2. 'I'he system/300q .. P~od.~ct Conc~R~ 

HP has specified a production computing system to sell for between 
$IOOK and $300K.. Because it '~vil1 be used for production computing, 
it is totally based all. hi9her level languages: in this case BASIC 
and FORTRAN" Because 1.t is product ion oriented, it includes a 
batch processing system. It also, of course, includes time
sharing terminal operation.. F'ina.l1y t it offers real-time capa
bility, a.lthough this will probubly l:-eceive less emphasis. It 
will, however, be good onouqh t.:,) allow HP to bring their instru
mentation capabilities into t~e sales situation. 

They have opted for a single operating system to service all three 
functions simultaneously. TOPS-IO proves the viability of this 
approach--the three functions share fDo.ny common characteristics, 
thus cutting down on to·tal impiernent.ation. More important, it 
allows the individual user to use whichever mode of operation best 
sui ts his need. Pr:ograrns deve loped in one mod e may be used in 
either of the other two. 

Finally, they have designed hardware specifically for this one 
system. Because the system '\t,;j 1 bE,; used almost exclusively to 
run higher level lan~]l1aqes I the ()rder code has been designed to 
do that efficiently. There are lots of stack operations, for 
example, and no genr::::::'al registe:cs. BeCatlSe it will always be 
used in a multi-programming mod:'~ I memory addressing and executive 
protection have been optimized for this purpose. And finally, 
because they have a \""halE~ of a lot of systems programming to do, 
they have designed an implement~tion language to do it in. 
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In short, the whole system is designed from the ground up to be 
a production computing system and nothing else. Nowhere in their 
promotional material are thE~Y emphasizing the new cpu, for 
example. It is no·t the pI oduct ~ '['he product is the computation 
system. HP is not going after the hardware market. (Just for 
the record lit I S a 16-bj t. cpu" rrhi s fact does not show up in 
most HP literature.) 

MPE is what holds System/300r) to,jether" It seems to be a straight
forward design \vhich \"rj. LJ. prcbab ly end up looking like TOPS-10 on 
the inside. HP claims that the resident portion of Monitor will 
be under 5K. They poi.nt to the efficiency of the instruction set 
{instructions are 8 or 16 bits} in backing up this claim. 
However I the instruction set ].8 optimized more around compilers 
than executives, so it may not pan out. (On the other hand, their 
BASIC time-shared exec plus ·the lan9uage i.nterpretor on the 2116 
fits in 9K, versus 18-20K for RSTS.) Program size on the 3000 
will be very critical f3ince they' nov,,- have a. 64K limit on memory_ 

All other Exec functions will be swappable, as will the user pro
grams. Code is stored in pure ,seqments! each of which is variable 
in size, up to 16K. Progr;j"~'i~S Hk~y consis·c. of more than one 
segment, but there is a systEm limit of 256 total code segments. 
Each segment is logicaJ.ly s~parate and self-contained. Therefore, 
even a multi-segment pro<]rc:.m need only have one segment in core 
at a time. There are h2rdware instructions for procedure calls 
as well as subroutinQ calls. Procedure ca.lls can probably cross 
segment boundar.ies while :.:3ubroutine calls cannot. It is not 
clear how much of an ext";?:.r:nal procedure call is implemented in 
hardware. Obviously, since the code segments are pure, they need 
never be swapped out. The are simply overlaid. 

All user program data is stored in a sinq-le data segment, which 
is also variable in size, up to 32KD As~urnedly, the exec also 
has a data segment. These segments are relocatable, so memory 
management seems to be relatively clean~ There is room in a 64K 
system for the 5K resident exec, 11K of swappable exec, plus a 
16K user code segment and a 32K user data segment. If user 
segments are smaller, several can be resident at a time. But 
there is the possibility of real swapping bottlenecks if too many 
users are using big data se!J;~nents .. 
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The core layout is cons:Lstent with the philosophy of the 2000A 
time-sharing BASIC system.. It made ilO attempt to keep multiple 
users in core, relying instead on a very high speed swapping 
device to prevent bottlenecks. Again on the 3000, the 64K core 
limit means that a big job can hog tlle whole core. Their 
swapping store transfers a 16-bit word every 4+ microseconds, 
but even this high speed won't save them if user areas get big. 
The viability of the system depends on the ability of the com
pilers to produce tight code and thus keep the user areas small. 

The I/O structure of the hardware is no prizewinner, but it 
appears to be good enough It. \.'ij'i 1 not De a significant bottle
neck in the overall production system they are selling. It is 
enough to handle their disks and tapes. and everything else on 
the system is rela·tive lovv' speed. I"t is not clear how easy 
it is to program devices i but th S TJllould only be a. problem if 
the handlers get big. 

The system has the perlpherals it needs to get the job done. 
High-speed disks and big disk packs should take care of swapping 
and file needs. HP's 1600 BPI tapes are more than good enough. 
They have good card pgulpment and an adequate line printer (600 
lines a minute). One p:::.'oblem dJ'(;(:i may be terminals. They 
obviously realize ·they cannot 9U to this marketplace with 
Teletypes, so they Ire talkilig Dat:apoints and a new 30 cps hard 
copy terminal. They wi].l have tc succeed in producing these 
terminals at a good price to stay viable since terminal costs 
alone on a system like this can exceed $lOOK. 

There are no details yet on the file implementation of the system. 
Multi-pack disk file sys'tems are a problem for any 16-bit machine 
and probably will be here as we='_l~ ResourCE~ sharing ford:her 
peripherals is claimed bu·t th(~re al,'£: no de·tails. Spooled batch 
input and output is claimed. 

Another area where they'€ is no c:oncrete inf:)rmation is the system 
command language. 'rhere is eve:cy reason to believe I however I 
that it will stress simplicity of use. This was a key selling 
feature of the 2000 series. Since it is noc a general purpose 
system, it obviates the need for the kind OC complex command 
syntax that has frequently plagued PDP-IO. Emphasis will be on 
doing the common production tasks simply rather than trying to 
do everything. Since users do have access to the implementation 
language, HP does have an answer to those who want to do more 
eccentric things. 
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4. The Lanqu~p.rocess():t·s 

Languages are the key to System/3000's success, so the quality 
of the language processors is critical. Right now, they offer 
FORTRAN, BASIC and an implemer.rtation language. The specs on all 
of them are good. 

The FORTRAN is standard ,ANSI FOR/THAN, with an intelligent set of 
extensions. String handlin9 is beefed up and seemingly complete 
file capability has been added. The ability to have 99 files 
open at a time seems adequate. Terminal oriented r/o has been 
added, as would be expected. Customers don't usually play the 
features game too much with FOR'I1[{AN. Ei'ther it is full FORTRAN 
IV or it ain't. This one is, so itls probably adequate. The 
big competitive question wil.l be its speed .. 

BASIC is a language where the features game does get played, and 
HP has beefed up their language accordingly. They have closed 
the gap ,to RSTS by adding integers f double precision I lots of 
new string stuff, out~put forInat,ting f and better files 0 (They 
seem to have missed virtual a.rrays .. ) rrheir BASIC (which is 
interpretive) is not as good a production language as RSTS, but 
the availability of .!?()prrRAN prot.ably makes this insignificant. 

There are no details on wha-t the implementation languagE! (SPL) 
looks like. But its usabili-ty as an on-linE! language matters 
very little. The main question abou"t SPL iE whet.her it will 
support the building on good language processors and a good exec. 
There is no way of telling this :yet. ObscuI,'e SPL bugs could 
wreak havoc on the development €:::ffort.. Design mistakes could 
cause the code to get big" 'These are serious problems with a 
technology as new as imp lem(::,nt2" 1" ion languages. Burroughs seems 
to have mastered it, but no one else has conwitted to it the way 
HP now has. 

The question remain::3: how big "(,{ill these language processors be, 
how tight will their ontp'.lt be, a.nd how fas1: will it run? If 
any of these parameters gets ou't of control it will seriously 
degrade system performance by jacking up -thl~ swapping load" 
Right now, though I we have -to 2.H:lSUme that they will solve these 
problems. The order c;.)de is clear ly optimi:~ed for compi ler 
output, so it should be tight cDde.. HP has good compilers now, 
so they know how to build them.) It is impo'3sible to predict 
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execution time at this point. They have no general registers 
and they have no solid state memories. An 11/45 compiler that 
makes good use of both these features should be significantly 
faster, but we still have to build that compiler. 

Another factor that impacts throughput is the computation hard
ware. Hardware floating point is 32-bit only. They will probably 
implement 48-bit formats in software, averaging about 1000 micro
seconds per operation. Theoretically, they can add better 
floating point at any time (same is true of solid-state memory) 
but their engineering staff is undoubtedly over-committed now, 
and will be for some time to corne. They'll do it, but not soon. 

5. The Implementation Schedule 

A product announcement as sweeping as System/3000 brings us back 
to the early Sigma 7 days.. Can they pull it off and, if so, how 
soon? They are quoting delivery in a year.. They had no software 
to show at FJCC. 

First, it is clear tha.t, HP understands each of the components of 
the system, with the possiblE) exception of the implementation 
language. They have built fast, tight language processors for 
both BASIC and FORTl:mN. (They also have a very good ALGOL.) 
They have a time-sharing system, a batch system, and a real-time 
system. And they k.now \'lha·t it take s t. 0 shake down software 
because they've brought each one of these packages to a rock
solid level of reliabilityw 

Implementation language is the only component they've never done 
before. (If they do have ex-Burroughs people, they've picked up 
experience that way .. ) They are banking on it heavily. They are 
confident that it vilill a.llow t.hem ,to devE~lop their software 
three to six times fa.s·ter and they! re qu()ting software deliveries 
on this basis. It is not clear that this confidence is well 
placed. If there are problems in the implementation language 
itself, or undetected bugs in the SPL tra.nslator itself, they 
could find it takinq longer to qet their code written. A prudent 
guess would be that t:hi!? implementation lang'lage will help some, 
but not as much as theY're banking on~ Software will be late, 
and will be flaky at first. 
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A far bigger potential problem is HP's lack of experience in 
multi-function systems. They've built a batch system, a real
time system, and a time-sharing system, each with one language 
at a time. ConceptuallYI it's easy to put them all together 
into one system, but everyone "V'i'ho does it finds it I S harder than 
they thought. This is Hpls first go at anything like a general 
purpose, multi-function operating system. They are bound to run 
into unexpected problems. 

I think they have the t2.1ent~ and the determination to beat these 
problems eventually. They may (and probably will) be late, but 
they will get there. The company has invested heavily in this 
project. They will see it through. 

6. Marketing Strateg~ 

HP is already selling the System/30aO very hard, even at the 
expense of 2100 sales. They pushed it even before introduction, 
when they had zero -to show.. Int.erest ing ly enough, they have 
announced the BASIC time~"shari_ng systems on the 2100 cpu (dubbed 
the 2000E for 16 users, the 2000F for 32) but have made no real 
noise about them. At $49K, the 16 user 2000E is a significant 
product that undersells both RSTS and 'I'S-E. The fact that they 
let its introduction be completely overshadowed by the 3000 series 
suggest.s that they svvi tched the se 11in9 effort to the 3000 now. 

If so, they will undoubtedly convel~t their whole computer sales 
force into System/3000 specialists with each individual salesman 
having a market specialty.. rrhey will clE2a:cly take dead aim at 
the education market where they did $5 million in sales last 
year. They have a trained education sales force, a good reputa
tion, and a product that will appeal to small colleges and 
departments within universities. 

System/3000 salesmen wil~~ also follow the oompany's imstrumentation 
salesmen into large indu~Tt:ria 1 accounts v They are undoubtedly 
looking for sales in the .in-'hou~3e :scien-tific market. Their· success 
here is less well assured. They tried a year and a half ago to get 
into this market with tile 20001\, even offering a 6-month trial. 
They didn't get any takers according to Alex Lakatos, an HP sales
man hired into the parsippany office. 
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In other markets, they may have to wait ti.ll they can demonstrate 
what they say they've got. This will be a problem everywhere, 
but HP salesmen can bridge the credibility gap somewhat by point
ing to their reput.ation for building reliable systems. The 2000E 
and 2000F may be a real hooker here, too .. HP also announced month
by-month rental terms for these machines. They may be planning 
to sell customers on taking a 2000E until the System/3000 arrives. 

7. DEC I S strategy v.~rsus Sys'tep.;:L3000 

I doubt that we will have much luck simply bad-mouthing the 
System/3000. The spec is excellenti if it does what they say it 
will do, it is a very nice product. I also doubt that we can 
get away with simply saying that they'll never get it to run. 
They have too much quality software to point to. 

Weill have better luck pointing to the fact that they will be 
late delivering the p~oduct. The precedents are unanimous--you 
don't get a system like this up on schedule. We can also point 
out that HP is spread dangerously thin on ttis project. Their 
computer division isn I t that big I and ·the re st of the company 
canlt help much at all~ In this kind of a situation, minor 
problems often turn into major and disastrous delays because no 
one is free to work on them .. 

Finally, and most importantly, until they get everything working, 
they have nothing working. The whole system is based on an in
tegrated design wi"th many, many interdependent components.. If 
they are having problems yJith time",·sha:ring or real-time, the 
customer can I t even limp a long vvi t:h batch because they're all 
interconnec·ted. DEC, on the o·ther hand I already has proven 11 
Family software to build on.. Ill) may c:)unter with monthly rentals 
of the 2000E, but that doesn I t ~:-eaJLly solve the problem. 

HP is stretched very thin on a major multi-function monitor system 
(which they I ve . never done befor r;=) t.hat requires all components to 

be done and debugged before any components ,are usable. The 
potential for disastrous delay is so great that customers should 
hold off any coromi tments I if nol: avoid Syst:em/3000 altogether. 

er 


